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a b s t r a c t
We present an experiment designed to test whether experienced regret and rejoicing
evoked in a risk choice have an impact on subsequent intertemporal choice. We found that
regret and rejoicing experienced prior to an intertemporal choice inﬂuenced considerably
the way people relate to future: when regret was experienced participants preferred not to
wait, whereas when rejoicing was experienced, participants were willing to wait longer.
We show that in the framework of the discounted utility model experienced regret lowered
and experienced rejoicing increased the discount factor.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most of the decisions we make entail consequences that extend across time: we make trade-offs between costs and beneﬁts that occur at different points in time (i.e., intertemporal choices). Decisions about spending, investments, savings, mortgages, relationships and education all contain intertemporal trade-offs. Despite the important ramiﬁcations of these
decisions on our life, people often make choices ‘‘in the heat of the moment” that they would not have intended to make.
Previous research has shown that emotions experienced at the moment of choice (i.e., immediate emotions) play an important
role in intertemporal choice (Loewenstein, 1996, 1999, 2000).
In this paper, the immediate emotions we focus on are experienced regret and rejoicing. We experience regret when we
discover that the outcome we could have obtained if chosen differently would have been better. When we discover that we
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have obtained a better outcome compared to a foregone one, we experience rejoicing (Bell, 1982; Loomes & Sugden, 1982).
Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982) integrated these emotions into a decision theory called regret theory. Regret theory quantiﬁes experienced regret and rejoicing by the difference between the obtained outcome and the outcome that could
have been obtained, had we chosen differently: when the difference is unfavorable regret is experienced, whereas when the
difference is favorable then rejoicing is experienced. The experience of regret and of rejoicing, therefore, are on large part
conditional on the knowledge of the outcome of the foregone option: one should receive feedback both on the chosen
and on a foregone alternative (complete feedback) in order to experience either regret or rejoicing. If there is feedback only
on the chosen alternative (partial feedback) it is unlikely to experience these emotions: when we are uncertain about the outcome of a foregone alternative, we are less likely to think about what could have been if chosen differently, and therefore less
likely to feel regret (Van Dijk & Zeelenberg, 2005).
Regret has attracted much attention in research on individual decision-making over the past few decades. Previous research has shown that regret is a common human experience with powerful inﬂuence on decision behavior and with overreaching implications to subsequent decision behavior (for a review, see Zeelenberg & Pieters (2007)). An extreme example
of the implication of experienced regret is the man who in April 1995 decided to end his life after discovering that the set of
numbers he always played were drawn to win £2 million in the national lottery, but he forgotten to renew his ticket for this
drawing. His experience of regret was so intense that it impacted eminently his perception of value of life.
In this paper, our goal is to examine whether in experimental settings we could ﬁnd that the prior experienced regret and
rejoicing have an impact on subsequent intertemporal choice. To our knowledge, this would be the ﬁrst attempt to interconnect the ﬁndings on experienced regret and rejoicing with the ﬁeld of intertemporal choice.
The analysis of intertemporal choice has been normatively dominated by the discounted utility model (Samuelson, 1937;
Koopmans, 1960). The common perception that a present outcome is worth more than a deferred one delineates the construct of the discounted utility model. The model has two underlying components. The ﬁrst component is the instantaneous
utility. This is the present utility of the option at hand, which is assumed to be stable over time. The second component is the
discount function. This is a function of time delay (how we feel about the outcomes removed to later points in time), which is
assumed to be independent from the instantaneous utility. We use this two-component discounted utility model approach
as a framework to examine the role of experienced regret and rejoicing on subsequent intertemporal choice.
As a ﬁrst step, we outline the ﬁndings from previous research on the inﬂuence of experienced regret on post-choice utility
evaluation. We extend these ﬁndings to the context of intertemporal choice by applying them to the instantaneous utility
evaluation. Next, in an experimental study, we examine the role of experienced regret on the second component of the discounted utility model. In the experiment, we induce regret and rejoicing by providing feedback on risk decision prior to a
two-period intertemporal choice. We present and interpret the results through a qualitative analysis, which suggests that
the time discount function is inﬂuenced as well by the regret experienced prior to making the intertemporal choice and that
this inﬂuence is in the same direction as it is for the instantaneous utility.

2. The role of experienced regret on utility
Regret theory assumes that experienced regret leads to reducing, and experienced rejoicing to increasing, the psychological experience of satisfaction from the obtained outcome (Bell, 1982; Loomes & Sugden, 1982). Several empirical studies
have provided support to these assumptions. In Inman, Dyer, and Jia (1997) participants were asked to make choices between lottery pairs. After making their choices, the participants were provided with outcome feedback on the chosen lottery
as well as on the foregone lottery and their subjective evaluation of the choices were assessed. The analysis of the results
revealed that the information about the forgone alternative had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the participants’ evaluation of their
choices. Regret feedback resulted in a decrease, and rejoicing feedback in an increase, of the satisfaction level. Similar results
were reported in Mellers, Schwartz, and Ritov (1999, Experiment 1). In this study, participants were presented with series of
choices between two gambles. Participants always learned the outcome of the chosen gamble. In some of the trials, they also
observed the outcome of the foregone gamble. After each choice, their subjective emotion evaluation of the choice was assessed. The results revealed participants felt better for their own outcome when the outcome of the other gamble was worse,
and they felt worse for their own outcome when the other gamble resulted in a better outcome. Inspired by the experimental
paradigm used in Mellers et al. (1999), Camille et al. (2004) provided conﬁrmation of the subjective emotion evaluation ratings of the outcomes with the physiological index of emotional reactivity collected using skin conductance response (SCR).
The results revealed enhanced SCR during viewing both the outcome of the chosen gamble and outcome of the foregone
gamble compared to viewing only the outcome of the chosen gamble. Following the same experimental paradigm, Coricelli
et al. (2005) measured brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging while participants were presented with a
series of choices between two gambles. The results showed that the neural activity in response to experiencing regret and
rejoicing is distinct from the activity detected during only the chosen outcome evaluation. The neural activity in the OFC,
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and anterior hippocampus discriminated between better and worse outcome on the foregone gamble (i.e., greater activity for the negative outcomes and greater deactivation for the positive outcomes when feedback on the foregone gamble was provided). The ﬁndings reported in the studies described above provided strong
psychological, physiological and neurophysiological evidences of the inﬂuence of experienced regret and rejoicing on utility
evaluation.

